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Secretary - Mrs. J.B.Stewart, 21 Millwood Rd., HY. 5052 
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Every so often I nm impressed anew with how little most people 
see or hear of whnt goes on ~bout them. This f~ct was strikingly 
brought home to me once again nt noon on February 26th. At that 
time I was crossing the campus·of the University of Toronto on the 
way to lunch. Scores of students were bended in the same direction 
as I was. The noontime exodus from classrooms and eating ha lls wns 
in full tide. 

Just as I passed the university library my ears suddenly picked 
up the shrill, musical shouting of c. spnrrow hRwk. Cries of T!Killy
Killy-Killy11 rang stridently throughout the a ir. Looking up, I 
saw the little falcon shooting ea stward above thetrees to the north 
of the library. Its swift swooping flight took it in u long, shallow 
plunge towards University College. Drawing near to the corner of 
that building, abruptly the fnlcon veered up, and gnining nltitude 
with great speed it reached the mo.in tower of the College. Then 
for the first time it flapped its wings. Circling up and up until 
it was at least 150 feet over the tower, it stopped its ascent and 
plunged straight downward with startling suddenness, ending its 
hurtling dive in a swift encirclement of the main tower. 

At that moment I noticed n second falcon -- from its comparn
tive size and colour, -a female -- perched on the northeast corner 
of the tower. I paused to watch, and twice more the ardent male 
climbed the sky to dive and swoop around the tower, all the while 
filling the a ir with its wild clamour of 11Killy-Killy-Killy". 
Finally the female appeared to be persuaded by this dramatic display, 
for as the blue-winged male sniled off toward Hqrt House tower, she 
launched from her corner ~nd sped Rfter him. Together they alighted 
for a moment on this tower, eo.ch selecting a lightning rod as a perch. 
Then they disappeared behind Hart House to the North. 

During all this remarka ble show, striking to the eye and compel
ling to the ear, not a single one of the pa~sing horde of students 
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pa.id the slightest heed.- Not even when the clamorous falcon -shot 
down to within thirty or forty feet from their heads, loudly pro~ 
claiming his presence did one person as much as glance upward. · To 
me it was incredible that anyone could fail to hear the din and be 
curious concerning its cause. For me, it was a wonderful privilege 
to witness this performance, the best example of the sparrow hawkts 
courting display that I have ever seen. What a pity that so many 
should be so engrossed in themselves that they should miss the 
stirring sight of creatures of the wild~ living to the full their 
wild, free lives on the stone and mortar bastions of mankind. :Men 
have reared the tower but now they forget to look up; they keep 
their eyes on the ground and their ears closed. How much poorer 
and narrower they are for that. 

The dashing drama of this nuptia l flight of the sparrov; hawks 
is a certain sign of the approach of spring. Consequently I was not 
too surprised the next day (February 27th} when I called home after 
lunch to have my wife tell me that she had just seen a robin in the 
garden where it was eating rose hips. As readers of the Newsletter 
will remember, the last fortnight in February was very mild. To 
me it seemed quite sure that this long warm spell would hurry on the 
first wave of northbound avian migrants, though in fact I did not 
expect them to start to appea:r before the first weekend (!f March.
Now there was a robin in my garden. I cannot, of course, prove 
this robin to be a migrant. He may simply have come out of Cedar
vale, where there has been. a robin all winter. However,- I doubt 
that. . Robins that winter in. our ravines tend, in my experience, to 
cling to the ravine until after the migrants arrive. The robins 
that appear in gardens in the centre of the city, in spots well
removed from ravine lots, are, I believe, usuall y if not always 
newcomers from the south. This appearance in late February is the 
earliest of this sort I have ever known. Still, in view of the 
prolonged mild spell, it is not incredible. 

I did not myself see this robin until the morning of March 1st. 
At that time it was in a neighbour ' s garden eating bread crusts. This 
fare it had to share wi th sparrows, starlings and pigeons that have 
been thriving on it all winter. The robin was able to drive off the 
sparrows from the feast, though some of these cunning rascals would 
sneak in when the rob i n was too busy to bother, and dart away with 
a tidbit from right under the robin's head. A starling, on the other 
hand, could drive away the robin by dnshing straight at it. At one 
moment there was a noteworthy demonstration of relative power. The 
robin thrust belligerently at Rn annoying house sparrow and scared 
it off, but almost at once a bellicose starling sprang at the robin 
and it was forced to go. The starling, however, was immediately 
displaced by a pigeon that came flopping .down from n nearby roof. 
The last comer remained in possession of the field, and was ab le to 
finish the crusts. 

This little backyard squabble is a good example of Rn interesting 
fact about the conduct of birds, name ly, that there is a 11 peck order11 

in feeding flocks. This is now a well-established fact to which much 
careful study has been given in recent years. The discovery wns first 



made, I believe, through observation of the feeding habits of hens. 
It was then found that a similar practice existed among chickadees 
and other wild birds$ Finally, many owners of feeding stations 
have been able to confirm the fact by watching how their bird visi
tors come to the feeding trays. It is clear now that in a flock of 
chickadees, say two dozen in number, there will be a definite order 
from Number One to Number Twenty-four in which any particular member 
of the flock will be allowed to approach a favoured feeding spot 
such as a piece of suet on a tree trunk, or a feeding tray. This 
order of preference, cRlled the 11 peck order", is worked out in each 
flock by physical combat -- though sometimes it appears, fighting 
is unnecessary since the physical superiority of one bird over an
other is admitted readily after belligerent displays. Once fixed, 
woe betide the bird that gets out of order. If Number Four, for 
instance, pretends to feed when Number Three considers that it is its 
own turn, there will be a real fight, and Number Four will again give 
wny. On the whole, except perhaps in a lRrge flock towards the lower 
end of the order of strength, where distinctions of strength might 
be less clear, fights seem to be few and the order is respected. 
Such a peck order exists in mixed flocks BS well as in homogeneous 
ones. My observation in the gnfden is a case in point. Here the 
usual occurred. There were no renl fights. When the stronger bird 
appeared, the weaker withdrew to seek its fortune elsewhere. 

The phenomenon of the peck order is, however, more a fact of 
winter tha n of spring, and it is with signs of the coming of spring 
that we nre concerned here. On the snme dny, 1'i1nrch 1st, that I saw 
the robin contending for bread crusts, the campus crow was cnwing 
in the tree nenr Trinity College. Crows, of cours0, hnd been migra
ting into the Toronto area nnd over it for two weeks previous; in 
fact all through the mild spell crows could be seen hended north
eustwurd along the u:.:mnl line of migrnt ion over the city. But not 
until the first day of Murch did I henr the voice of the campus 
dwellero Every yenr there is n pnir of crowB that sets up house
keeping on the university campus. They drive off all others, so 
thnt as soon as they arrive the place is full of their raucous 
proclamation of territory. These pronouncements are a definite 
indication that winter ic over. Hence a re their unmusical croaks 
n lv1Jays we le o me • 

On that first weekend in Murch when I thought the first flocks 
of migrants might appear, I was in Buff~lo where I spoke at the annual 
dinner of the Buffalo Audubon Society. On Sunday morning (March 4th), 
some of the birders -- in Buffalo ns everywhere marked by a spirit of 
friendliness, good fellowship and co-operation -- took me for an ex
ploration of the region to the south of the city. 

Buffalo 1 s waterfront, which includes the head of the Niag~ra 
River, is even more favour~ble for waterfowl in winter thun is Toronto 
Bay. We, however, were going south away from this pnrt. Nonetheless 
we made one stop in the heavily industriclized area on the edge of 
Lake Erie, and there snw more than 300 cnnvnsbacks nnd Q few redheads 
along with other winter ducks. These ducks hnve been around all 
winter, their presence here and a long the Ningnra River shows what 
difference a few miles nnd more favournble feeding conditions can make, 
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for canvasbacks are at any time a scarce bird at Toronto. In 
the heyday of Ashbridge 1 s Bay, the story would have been different, 
no doubt. 

Soon we were well beyond the area of factories, smells and 
dumps which reminded me strongly of Ashbridge 1 s Bay area as it is 
now. In a short while the flat area of the lake plain narrowed 
to a mere strip, and the foothills of the Alleghenies began to 
rise before us. Before entering the beautiful rolling county 
that is so characteristic of New York Statet we made a vist at a 
lovely lakeshore property where the wealthy owner welcomes bird
watchers. It was a large piece of property filled with shrubbery, 
trees, and gardens, well-suited to bird life. In addition, 
several feeding stations increased the natural attractions. The 
most notable customers today were white-winged crossbills, 16 in 
number, that had been there for some days. I was interested to 
see that the crossbill invaders which have stamped this winter 
indelibly for us as a "crossb•ill winter", have sent their emis
saries well to the south, again emphasizing that international 
borders and nationality mean nothing to birds. To me, thought 
who have been associating with crossbills a ll winter, the most 
stirring sights at this estate were the yellovv Alpine erinthus t 
the white snowdrops and the purp l e crocuses blooming shyly among 
the mossy green rocks of a rockery through which a little stream 
whispered on its way down to the lake. Here indeed was spring, 
gentle, delicate, tenderly fresh, nevvborn from the shadow of de
parting winter. 

We continued southward to Irving nnd the bottomland of 
Cattarngus Creek where my friends hoped to showmen tufted tit~ 
mouse. In past yenrs tufted titmice have been more common in the 
Buffnlo region than they now ~re. The spot selected to look over 
has been the most reliable place for the species. As is so often 
the case, a search o.imed o.t finding one pc.rticulnr rc.rity fniled 
to turn up the bird soughte Yet. why should we worry? In our tramp 
through the tangled thickets nenr the stream we started a Cnrolina 
wren into song. This bird, I was told, is far rarer than the tit
mouse in that vicinity, p~rticularly at this time of year. On 
this day when birds in general were very quiet, the loud rolling 
whistles of the wren rippled through the grnpe tangles like a 
clarion bell. Strange it did not rouse the neighbouring cardinals 
to song, but they evidently were not to be stirred, for they only 
offered subdued chips and muttered comments upon our intrusion. 

If the rollicking song of the Carolina v1ren be counted further 
sign of the spirit of spring, how much more so was the dny-long 
migration we witnessed. Throughout our trip we continunlly had in 
view travelling flocks and individual birds, all hended north. In 
the morning this movement was close to the lakeshore. After noon 
it was centred further inland over the ridges and hills. Crows, 
redwings, grackles, robins, and ho:wks were on the move. The whole 
territory had already been occupied by corws, for we saw the black 
brethren flying and cawing ~bout every pasture and field and woodlot. 
These travellers paid no attention to their kin down below, but 
kept on north, intent on othor fields nnd woods, very likely in 
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Ontario or Quebec. All the hawks were redshoulders and redtails. 
Again the local woods were occupied by relatives of the travellers 
who cried defiance at their kindred passing overhead. 

After lunch we visited Gowanda State Hospital Wood, where I 
was promised a barred owl. A pair of these owls, it seems, lives 
in this wood all the time. They could not have chosen a nicer 
place, for it is full of fine, large hemlocks and huge grey beeches, 
most impressive after the twisted and tortured tangles of the bot
tomland in the Cattaraugus valley. Our first circling through 
the wood failed to reveal the owl, but when we got back to the 
car Win Brockner was missing. A few minutes later he came along, 
all out of breath, to tell us he had seen the owl, and flushed it. 
We all turned back. Under his guidance we pushed further into the 
hemlocks, then fanned out so as to cover as large an area as we 
could. I forged ahead in the direction that Win said the owl had 
flown. In a short while I was rewarded by the sight of Strix 
starting out of a hemlock tree directly in front of me. In the 
first few yards of its flight the owl came straight for me, so 
giving me a splendid view of a dark-eyed, becircled face, before it 
angled off on an erratic course through the evergreens. Following 
as best I could, I thought I saw it pitch into another hemlock tree, 
but when we were all assembled near that tree we discovered that 
it must have gone right on. No further sign of the owl could be 
found. Still this wood is known to be a permanent residence for 
Strix, so the others will have ample oppo:rtunity to pay another call 
on him. My companions told me that barred owls increase in 
numbers in the wooded hills to the south, towards Pennsylvania. 
I wonder how many resident pairs of barred owls we are overlooking 
in the woods of southern Ontario? 

On the way back to Buffalo we stopped at a farmer's woodlot 
and saw a red-headed woodpecker. SeverRl of these flashy birds 
wintered in this woodlot, but we had time only to look up one of 
them. 

The height of the trip came for me when, as we came around a 
curve at Tote Hollow, a bluebird flew across the road ahend, coming 
to rest on top of n sumach up the slope. There it stayed in full 
view, glowing in the afternoon sunlight us we drew up and stopped 
to feast our souls on this first sight of the loveliest of all the 
symbols o·f spring. 

In my heart I knew thut spring was really on the way, sweeping 
the last remains of winter into freshly rushing streams, where all 
the refuse of the dying season will be carried off to lake ond 
seas. I knew ~s I left Buffnlo that when I got back to Toronto 
I would hear that spring birds were arriving here. And so it was. 
All my friends hod robins in their gardens. By Thursday evening 
(March 8th), when the T.o.c. held its meeting, bluebirds had been 
seen at Cherrywood and at Maple; killdeers had come to Sunnyside; 
redwings and grackles were in Cedarvale. Yesterday (March 10th) 
I henrd a meadowlark singing in Sca rboro. And this morning I was 
awakened, even when the temperature WQS 18, by our garden robin 
singing his benutiful springtime carol. Spring has come. So far 
as the arrival of the birds is concerned it is the earliest spring 



I have recorded. Those migrant flocks I snw headed up Lake Erie 
were bound for Canada. Welcome to the new arrivals, and to the 
fresh, new beauties of another spring, eternnlly renewed. 

* * * * 

To Mrs. Naomi Le Vny the Newsletter is indebted for a very worth
while study of the feeding hnbits of certain winter ing birds in Moore 
Park Rnvine. Studies of this sort of the habits of birds cnn do 
much to fill the gaps in our knowledge of their lives. They are com
mended to the attention of nll our renders. l/Irs. Le Vny writes, 

"A member of the club recently expressed interest in what the 
hermit thrush, brown thrasher and robin, wintering in the Belt Line 
Ravine, might be finding to ent. He wondered if they could be feeding 
on the fruits of the sumac, which are not lacking here, but the truth 
is, that in the two months or more that I watched these birds, I never 
saw them show the slightest interest in the sumacs, although many of 
these trees had been stripped of their fruit. 

In late October, hermit thrushes were usually to be seen in 
a tangle of wild grapes, just south of the cemetery bridge, often 
in the company of robins and cardinals. Two of these thrushes were 
seen here as late as October 26th, but after that only a single bird 
was to be found. At this time and for some weeks after, the bTown 
thrasher seemed interested only in what it could find on the ground 
by scratching under the dead leaves, and it was j oined in this pastime 
by the hermit thrush, when the frost had begun to shrivel the f ew 
grapes still left on the vine. 

In a heavy snowfall, late in November, a female robin, already 
sighted in the ravine, came to our garden, (on Hudson Drive) ate 
some bread crumbs, lingered a few moments and departed. 

On cold December days, oolong as the sun was shining, tho two 
birds could usually be found on the sunny north-east slope, by the 
path that runs up to the cemetery on the east side of the valley. 
On one such day, I came upon the hermit thrush foraging among the 
fallen leaves, and actually saw it unearth some succulent looking 
worms from the sun-warmed ground. Higher up the bank, I could hear 
a loud rustling and presently spotted the thrasher making the leaves 
fly in all directions in its energetic search for food. 

In the meantime, at the top of this bank, on the very rim of 
the valley, where about a dozen hawthorn bushes form a grove or 
thicket, a wintering robin was often to be seen, contentedly feeding 
among the still bright fruits.• I remembered how thick these bushes 
were with the scarlet haws in the early fnll, and often wonder ed if 
an unusually heavy crop of fruit had induc ed this bird to winter with 
us. 

Toward the end of December, the robin was joined more and more 
often by the thrasher under the hawthorns, nnd on one occasion I 
noticed them feeding, a few feet apart , on the fallen berries, appar
ently in perfect harmony. The robin even sang a few notes as it flew 
into a low branch at my approach. Another day, I found the robin in 
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the company of.six cardinals in the bushes. Whenever the sun was 
bright enough the thrasher would return to the hunt on the slope, 
usually in close companionship with the thrush. After the first of 
January, the thrasher was no longer seen in the valley, and during 
the first week of the month, the thrush returned to the wild grape 
vine nenr the bridge. A few dessicated fruits still clung to the 
vine and on these the bird was feeding. 

On the morning of January 9th, I found our robin in the usual 
place, eating berries on the ground and scarcely a foot away was the 
hermit thrush, a lso busy making a meal from the fallen fruits. As 
I approached the robin flew up from the ground, but I was able to 
stand within ten feet of the thrush and watch it calmly proceed to 
tear the frozen haws apart with its sharp bill. There seemed to 
be no lack of these berries as yet. About half the bushes had been 
stripped, but those which still bore fruit, each had several dozen 
berries clinging to the branches on the east side. A week l ater 
as I came along the bank, it seemed to me that althou there were 
still a number of berries clinging to the brnnches of the hawthorns, 
the number was dwindling fast. I found the robin perched in a 
branch, picking ~nd eating the fruits. The thrush, in a nearby bush, 
plucked a berry and immediately c2rried it to the ground and tore it 
to pieces. This it did repe8tedly, as I wntched, never once eat ing 
on the branch. Suddenly the robin ran toward the thrush in a 
threatening manner, and the latter flew off a short distance, coming 
down again to feed on the fallen fruit. A little later, the robin 
repeated this performance, this time flying low over the ground 
toward where the other was feeding, nnd again the thrush gave ground. 
This aggressiveness surprised me, as not long before , I had seen 
the two side by side, apparently in perfect accord . I could only 
presume, that ns food grew scarce , relations had become strained, 
and I wondered if the robin hnd alrea dy driven away the thrasher, not 
seen since the first of the month. 

During the next week~ the hermit thrush was found a lone on two 
occasions among the hawthorns, but on January 23rd I saw that both 
birds were present ~t the top of the bank. As I drew near, the thrush 
snatched a fruit from one of the thorn trees, and immediately the 
robin dashed toward it with angry , threatening cries, driving it 
down the slope, and as long as I was in the neighbourhood, the smaller 
bird did not return. The next day the robin was in undisputed posses
sion of the Spoto 

The thermometer registered zero when I set out on the morning 
of February 8th, but the sun was shining brightly. Down in the valley, 
close by a flock of purple finches, n cold looking robin sat on n 
limb, all muffled up in its feathers. When it flew up into the large 
hawthorn on the east bank, I followed and found it in the company of 
two jays and a cardinal in full song. The robin soon flew to the 
ground on top of the embankment , and beg~n enting the remains of haws, 
tossed down by a black squirrel, which was in one of the bushes, 
busily feeding on these fruits. The berries hnd become as hard as 
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bullets to the touch, and I doubt whether the bird could have 
dissected them without help. 

The next day, as I went up the path, I was suddenly aware of 
an adult Cooper 1 s hawk, not twenty feet away, on the north-east 
bank, in a small tree. The bird seemed to be surveying the sum
mit with some interest. Its back was turned, and it shone like 
smooth, gray satin in the sunlight. He~ring me approach, it 
turned and fixed me with a glittering, reddish eye. Its whole 
front was so closely patterned with salmon-coloured lines that it 
seemed one solid colour, and it ~tered n few "peeps", strangely 
thin and high pitched for so large a bird. Then it took flight 
southward, and as it disappeared, I seemed to hear in the distance 
the voice of our wintering robin, raised in protest against this 
unwelcome intrusion. 

* * * 




